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Decisions in the natural world are rarely made in isolation. Each

action that an organism selects will affect the future situations

in which it finds itself, and those situations will in turn affect the

future actions that are available. Achieving real-world goals

often requires successfully navigating a sequence of many

actions. An efficient and flexible way to achieve such goals is to

construct an internal model of the environment, and use it to

plan behavior multiple steps into the future. This process is

known as multi-step planning, and its neural mechanisms are

only beginning to be understood. Here, we review recent

advances in our understanding of these mechanisms, many of

which take advantage of multi-step decision tasks for humans

and animals.
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Introduction: multi-step planning in the brain
Humans and animals construct internal models of their

environments, and use these models to inform behavior

[1]. This capacity is known as planning, and it allows an

organism to direct its behavior flexibly towards different

possible goals. Planning is especially useful when achiev-

ing a goal requires a sequence of many actions, a situation

we refer to as ‘multi-step planning’. Recent years have

seen a surge of progress towards understanding the neural

mechanisms of multi-step planning. This progress was

enabled, in large part, by the development about a decade

ago of a variety of multi-step decision tasks for human

subjects [2–6, reviewed by Ref. 7], expanding on older

work that largely relied upon variants of a single task [8,9].

This behavioral toolkit has since continued to adapt and

expand [10–12,13��,14,15], allowing increasingly detailed
www.sciencedirect.com 
behavioral and neural study of planning. One of these

multi-step decision tasks has been modified for animals,

including both rodents [16��,17��,18�,19��,20�] and non-

human primates [21,22�], greatly expanding the experi-

mental toolkit that can be brought to bear on the study of

multi-step planning in the brain. Here, we review some of

what has been learned by these studies about the neural

mechanisms of planning in multi-step tasks.

This work has built upon, and increasingly intertwined

with, several other lines of neuroscience research. A first

line investigates how animals learn the structure of their

environments, proposing that this knowledge consists of a

network of associations between various stimuli, actions,

and outcomes. Multi-step planning can be thought of as a

process that combines chains of such associations in order

to guide behavior. A second line of work investigates the

neural mechanisms of foraging for food. Foraging tasks

frequently involve decisions which affect not just the

immediate expected outcome, but also the future state of

the world, and it has increasingly been recognized that

animals may deploy multi-step planning in order to solve

them. A final line of work investigates the role of the

hippocampus in spatial navigation. This work is guided

by the idea that the hippocampus represents a ‘cognitive

map’ representing the spatial layout of the external world.

Multi-step planning can be thought of as a process that

uses this map to guide an extended sequence of behavior

towards a distant goal. Recent work using multi-step

decision tasks suggests that many neural structures which

contribute to associative learning, to food foraging, or to

spatial navigation may have similar roles to play in multi-

step planning as well (Figure 1).

Multi-step planning shares neural
mechanisms with associative learning
Work on the neural mechanisms of planning builds upon a

rich body of work investigating cognitive capacities upon

which planning may depend. One of these is the ability to

associate stimuli or actions with specific expected out-

comes (e.g. walk south ! arrive at lab; walk north !
arrive at coffee shop). Behavior guided by such outcome-

specific associations can be thought of as exercising a

simple one-step form of planning. Researchers have

developed several selective assays of this capacity and

have used them extensively to identify and characterize

the neural structures that support outcome-specific asso-

ciations [23�]. A second cognitive capacity necessary for

multi-step planning is ‘inference’: the ability to combine

separately learned associations in order to form new

associations between items that may never have been

encountered together before (e.g. walk north ! arrive at
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39
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Figure 1
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Brain regions identified as playing a role in multi-step planning. Summary of roles in related cognitive processes, and of recent data from multi-

step planning tasks. Coronal sections modified from Ref. [74].
coffee shop; place order ! receive coffee; ; to obtain

coffee, walk north). Researchers have developed assays of

this capacity as well, and have used them to identify

neural structures necessary for combining separately

learned associations [e.g. Refs. 24–26]. Mechanisms for

outcome-specific associations and for inference are uni-

versally present in theoretical accounts of multi-step

planning (see Box 1). Recent work has borne out the

idea that the neural structures which support outcome-

specific associations and inference in associative learning

tasks likely support planning in multi-step decision tasks

as well.

Orbitofrontal cortex and model-based prediction

Regions of frontal cortex belonging to the orbital network

(especially areas LO and AIv in rodents and areas 13 and

11 l in primates, often referred to as ‘OFC’ or ‘lateral

OFC’) play an important role both in outcome-specific

associations and in inference. Lesions or inactivations of

OFC have been shown to impair performance on behav-

ioral assays of these capacities in rodents [27–29] and to
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impair use of outcome-specific associations in nonhuman

primates [30]. Recent data have extended these findings

to humans as well, showing that disruption of OFC

activity impairs performance on assays of outcome-spe-

cific associations and of inference [31,32]. Correspond-

ingly, neural activity in the OFC has been shown to

encode expected outcomes across many tasks and species

[for review: Ref. 33], an observation which has recently

been extended to encompass not only rewarding out-

comes but also neutral stimuli [25,34]. Together, these

studies provide strong reason to believe that OFC sup-

ports cognitive capacities that are necessary for planning,

likely mediated by its representations of specific

expected outcomes. They raise the possibility that it

may play a similar role in support of multi-step planning.

Recent studies using multi-step decision tasks in rodents

have supported this idea, demonstrating that the dopa-

mine content of the OFC correlates with planning per-

formance [17��], and that silencing neural activity in the

OFC specifically impairs planning [16��]. If the OFC
www.sciencedirect.com
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Box 1 Computational theories of multi-step planning in the brain.

Modern computational neuroscience theories of planning typically use the theoretical framework of reinforcement learning (RL) [75], which

considers the problem of an agent interacting with an environment in order to maximize rewards. An RL problem is defined by four components: a

set of environmental states s; a set of available actions a; a reward function R(s) specifying the immediate reward available in state s; and a

transition function T(s’|s,a) giving the probability that taking action a in state s will lead to state s’. A solution to an RL problem is defined by a policy

function p a sjð Þ, giving the probability that the agent will take action a when in state s. For the purposes of RL, any method which has access to T

and R (or approximations of them), and which uses them to help construct or improve a policy, is referred to as a ‘planning’ method [75]. A variety

of planning methods have been adapted from machine learning to serve as theories of planning in the brain.

1) Tree search. A popular proposal is that humans and animals plan by constructing and evaluating a tree of possible future trajectories beginning

from the current state [76]. Expanding the tree involves selecting a state within the tree and an action, using T and R to determine the likely

subsequent states and their rewards, and adding these as new entries to the tree. Information from throughout the tree is used to estimate the

long-term expected reward of each currently available action. Practical tree search methods typically do not search from scratch each time a

decision must be made, but rather cache estimates of the values of different states, and use these estimates in future searches: either to

evaluate states at the periphery of the tree or to guide how the tree should be expanded [4,15]. A variant of tree search proposes building not just

a forward tree from the current state, but also a backward tree from a particular goal state [77].

2) Learning from simulated experience. Another proposal is that humans and animals use internal models to generate simulated behavioral

trajectories, comprising sequences of states, actions, and rewards, and that these in turn provide training input to a separate model-free learning

system [78]. The model-free system is responsible for maintaining the behavioral policy, and it improves this policy using the simulated experience

as it would using genuine experience coming from the external world. Learning from simulated experience is most often proposed as a strategy for

‘offline planning’, which is directed not at guiding behavior in a particular moment, but in consolidating model-based knowledge into a behavioral

policy that will be generally useful in the future.

3) Dynamic programming. One way to behave optimally on an RL problem is to compute the ‘optimal value function’, giving the best possible long-

term expected reward that can be achieved from each state, and to always select the action that leads to the best-scoring state according to this

metric. The optimal value function V* for a particular RL problem is given by the Bellman optimality equation:

V�ðsÞ ¼ RðsÞ þ gmax
a

P
s0 Tðs0js; aÞV�ðs0Þ (1)

where g is a ‘discount factor’ specifying the relative importance of immediate versus delayed rewards. Importantly, V* is defined recursively — the

value of each state depends on the values of other states, which may in turn depend on the value of the first. One strategy for computing it is to

initialize some estimate V, and then to repeatedly improve it by applying an update like:

V sð Þ   R sð Þ þ g maxa
P

s0 T s0js; að ÞV s0ð Þ (2)

termed a ‘Bellman backup’, which updates the estimated value for a particular state s based on the current estimated values for the others. If a

sufficient number of updates are applied to all states, V is guaranteed to converge to V* [75]. The number of iterations required for convergence is

often very large, so practical planning methods seek to achieve a good-enough approximation using only a limited budget of updates [79��]. Planning

by dynamic programming can be used at decision time, focusing on the current state and its likely successors, or for offline planning, focusing on

states that are likely to be encountered in the future.

4) Efficient re-planning. Many real-world planning problems involve achieving new goals in well-learned environments. This observation has given

rise to accounts of planning which involve a lengthy or costly computation that depends only on the transition function T(s’|s,a), defining the

environment’s dynamics, followed by an inexpensive computation that depends on the reward function R(s), defining the agent’s current goals.

The results of the costly computation can be cached, resulting in an agent that is able to efficiently plan towards new goals in familiar

environments. One such strategy is the successor representation [80,81��,82], which caches a ‘successor matrix’ Sp s; s0ð Þ giving the long-term

expected future occupancy of state s’, for an agent currently occupying state s and following behavioral policy p. An approximation to the

optimal value function, V*, for a new goal can be obtained by multiplying this matrix by the reward function R(s) defining that goal:

VSR ¼ SpR (3)

VSR can be an effective approximation of V* in some situations. It is limited, however, by the fact that the successor matrix Sp depends strongly on

the behavioral policy that was used to generate it (i.e. which states are likely to follow after others depends strongly on which actions the agent

chooses to take). This can render VSR a very poor approximation in situations where the policy used to compute it is very different from the optimal

policy [81��].
An alternative approach adopts methods from control theory [83], which substitute the original RL problem with a surrogate problem that can be

solved without recursion. The Bellman equation for the surrogate problem reduces to

Vlinear ¼ log MPeR
� �

(4)

where M and P can be computed from the transition function alone. If the brain were to cache these quantities for a familiar environment, it could

combine them with a new reward function in a single linear computation and compute Vlinear suitable for achieving new goals in that environment

[84��]. Behavior based on Vlinear has been shown to closely approximate optimal behavior on a variety of challenging planning problems [83,84��].
A final proposal [85��] uses the fact that certain functions of a matrix can be linearly computed if given the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of that matrix.

If the brain were to cache these quantities for an adjacency matrix defining the structure of an environment, it could use them to efficiently compute an

approximation of the distance between any two points in that environment and use this to plan shortest-path routes [85��].

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39
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5) Neural networks. The planning methods described above typically consider problems involving discrete states and fully known environmental

dynamics (T and R). Many real-world planning problems feature environments that are continuous and/or partially unknown to the agent. The

development of effective planning methods suitable for these problems remains an active research goal. Recent work in machine learning has

resulted in a variety of novel methods, many of which integrate planning strategies like those described above with deep neural networks [e.g.

Ref. 86]. The implications of this work for psychology and neuroscience present an important opportunity for future research [87�].
supports multi-step planning using its representations of

expected outcomes, at least two computational roles are

possible. The first is a role in choice: expected outcomes

of available actions are compared, and the action with the

best outcome is selected. The second is a role in learning:

expected outcomes are compared to outcomes actually

received, and future expectations are updated accord-

ingly. Lesion studies using simpler tasks in primates had

suggested that different subregions of frontal cortex may

be involved in choosing and in learning [35,36], but it was

unclear whether either of these was supported by OFC

proper [37] and whether these functions generalized to

multi-step tasks. A recent study addresses the role of the

OFC specifically in multi-step planning using a rodent

task that separates task items into some that are learned

about, but not chosen between, and others that are chosen

between, but not learned about [38��]. Activity in OFC

correlates with the expected outcomes of items that are

learned about, but not with those of items that are chosen

between. Consistent with this, silencing OFC activity on

a particular trial selectively impairs the influence of this

expected outcome signal on learning but does not impair

choosing. These results suggest that OFC in the rodent

participates in planning not by driving choice directly, but

by supporting the learning of associations upon which

planning depends.

Prelimbic cortex and acquisition of action-outcome

associations

Another region of the rodent frontal cortex that plays a

role in associative learning is the prelimbic cortex (PL).

Early results showed that lesions of PL impaired the

ability of animals to use associations between actions

and specific outcomes to guide behavior [39]. Later

results revealed that this effect is specific to learning:

once an action-outcome association has been formed,

activity in PL is not necessary for the later use of that

association to guide behavior [40–42]. Action-outcome

associations play a prominent role in computational mod-

els of planning (e.g. the ‘transition function’, see Box 1),

raising the possibility that PL plays a role in planning on

multi-step decision tasks as well. While no data that we

are aware of have been published from this region in a

rodent multi-step task, studies with humans have impli-

cated two other frontal regions that may be its functional

homologs. The first is the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(dlPFC) [43]. Disruption of neural activity in this region

impairs planning performance [44], while neuroimaging

experiments reveal greater activity in difficult versus easy

planning problems [45,46]. Studies using tasks with
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39 
probabilistic action-outcome relationships report that

dlPFC activity correlates with a ‘state prediction error’,

indicating the extent to which an outcome is surprising

[6,47]. This signal is consistent with a role either in

learning about action-outcome relationships or in forming

a new plan when a previous one is interrupted. A second

candidate functional homolog of PL is ventromedial

prefrontal cortex (vmPFC, sometimes called ‘medial

OFC’) [48]. Neural activity in this region is widely

reported to represent expected reward probability; stud-

ies using multi-step planning tasks find that this repre-

sentation occurs even when computing it requires plan-

ning [2,6,47,49], and that it codes related variables like

the current distance to a goal [11,50]. Rodent studies in

PL also have identified correlates of expected reward

[51], though the necessary experiments to determine

whether this signal can be informed by planning have

not yet been performed. Taken together, these results are

broadly consistent with the idea that a role of PL in

associative learning in rodents — that of learning

action-outcome relationships — may be performed by

related regions in human PFC in support of multi-step

planning. However, prefrontal cortex in primates is con-

siderably larger and more differentiated than in rodents.

Different planning-related signals have been found in

many of its subregions [11,13��,46,47,49], which may play

a variety of roles in planning. Future work is needed to

clarify the nature of these roles as well as to understand

the extent to which primate and rodent planning rely on

similar mechanisms.

Dorsomedial striatum and action-outcome associations

The role of PL in learning action-outcome associations

has recently been shown to depend specifically on its

projections to the dorsomedial striatum (DMS) [42].

Silencing neural activity in the DMS itself impairs beha-

viors that depend on action-outcome associations [52],

giving rise to the view that this region is the site where

these associations themselves are stored [23�,48]. Recent

work has begun to reveal in detail the circuit mechanisms

by which action-outcome associations in the DMS are

formed and modified [53,54]. Many theoretical accounts

of planning rely on chaining together multiple action-

outcome associations (see Box 1), raising the possibility

that the associations stored in DMS may support plan-

ning. In multi-step decision tasks in humans, activity in

the DMS is greater during difficult versus easy planning

problems [45], and individual differences in planning

performance correlate with differences in the physical

size of the DMS [55]. Activity in human DMS has also
www.sciencedirect.com
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been found to correlate with expected future reward, but

only in situations where computing this requires forward

planning [5]. Together, results from human multi-step

tasks provide strong reason to believe that DMS plays

some role in planning, though they have only begun to

characterize the nature of this role. A strong hypothesis

based on the role of DMS in associative learning is that it

stores action-outcome associations that can be chained

together to form multi-step plans.

Ventral striatum: stimulus-outcome associations and

goal selection

In contrast with the dorsal striatum, activity in ventral

striatum has been shown to correlate not with action-

outcome, but with stimulus-outcome contingencies [56].

Correspondingly, lesions to ventral striatum impair stim-

ulus-based, but not action-based, behavior [57] as well as

an effect known as ‘Pavlovian-instrumental transfer’, in

which the presentation of a stimulus that is associated

with a particular outcome increases performance of an

action that is associated with that same outcome [58].

These findings have given rise to the view that the ventral

striatum both stores stimulus-outcome associations and

also contributes to a process by which particular outcomes

are selected as goals [23�,48]. In human neuroimaging

experiments, activity in the ventral striatum is widely

found to correlate with a ‘reward prediction error’ signal.

In multi-step decision tasks, this signal has been shown to

be sensitive to model-based information about the struc-

ture of the world [2,3]. Further evidence that ventral

striatum plays a role in multi-step planning comes from a

pair of recent studies that found that individual differ-

ences in dopamine levels in ventral, but not in dorsal,

striatum correlate with individual differences in planning

performance [17��,59]. These results provide strong rea-

son to believe that ventral striatum plays a role both in

associative learning and in multi-step planning, but fur-

ther research is needed to clarify the relationship of these

roles.

Dopamine and model-based learning

The neurotransmitter dopamine is thought to participate

in learning, with a popular computational theory propos-

ing that it signals a ‘reward prediction error’ that guides

the learning of associations between stimuli or actions and

general affective value [60]. This ‘model-free’ form of

learning would not result in the outcome-specific associa-

tions needed to support multi-step planning. Recent data,

however, have provided strong evidence that dopamine’s

role is not limited to model-free learning. Artificially

inhibiting dopamine neurons, for example, prevents an

animal from learning predictive relationships between

sensory stimuli, while artificially activating them is suffi-

cient to cause these associations to form Ref. [24].

Recordings of dopamine neurons in rodents and measure-

ments of activity from dopaminergic regions in humans

reveal an ‘identity prediction error’ signal that occurs
www.sciencedirect.com 
when an expected reinforcer is substituted with an unex-

pected one of equal value [61,62]. These findings suggest

that dopamine plays a role in learning associations

between actions or stimuli and specific outcomes

[63�,64]. This raises the possibility that it might support

planning in multi-step tasks, which depends upon asso-

ciations of this kind.

Experiments using multi-step tasks have provided signif-

icant evidence that this is the case. One study examined

individual differences in dopamine-related genes in

humans and found that these relate to planning, but

not to model-free learning [65]. Others examined indi-

vidual differences in endogenous dopamine levels and

found that greater dopamine was related to enhanced

planning, both in humans [59] and in rats [17��]. Other

studies have found that artificially increasing dopamine

content in humans using precursor drugs is sufficient to

enhance planning [66,67]. Together, these results suggest

that dopamine supports planning in multi-step tasks. A

hypothesis based on the associative learning literature is

that it does so indirectly, by driving learning of the

outcome-specific representations upon which planning

depends.

Multi-step planning shares neural
mechanisms with foraging
Animals seek many goals, but two of the most common

are evading predators and seeking food. The cognitive

challenges of these goals may have driven the evolution

of multi-step planning [68]. The neural mechanisms of

naturalistic food-seeking have been studied using patch

foraging tasks, in which an animal makes sequential

decisions about whether to continue harvesting food

from a depleting patch versus search for a new patch.

These studies have identified a role for the dorsal

anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) in encoding forag-

ing-related variables [69,70]. The role of dACC has

recently been reproduced in a recent study using a

seemingly very different food-seeking task, in which

monkeys use a joystick to control a digital predator

pursuing digital prey [71�]. By their nature, these tasks

involve sequences of actions whose consequences

impact the state of the world in meaningful ways,

and there is growing evidence that subjects may deploy

planning to solve them [72�]. This is especially true in

recent studies using more highly structured foraging-

type tasks [13��,73], which have continued to find task-

related variables in dACC.

A recent study addresses the role of the ACC in multi-

step planning directly, using a task with dynamically

variable transitions from first step action to second step

state, in addition to the usual dynamically variable transi-

tions from second step state to reward [19��]. The authors

find that neural activity in ACC encodes a wide variety of

task-related variables, including the current action-state
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39
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relationship, but not the current state-reward relation-

ship. Correspondingly, silencing of the ACC on a partic-

ular trial disrupts the influence of that trial’s transition,

but not that trial’s reward, on future choice. These results

suggest that ACC may play a role in representing the

current structure of a dynamic environment and in

deploying this knowledge to guide choice.

Together, these results suggest that common mecha-

nisms may be at play in both sequential decisions involv-

ing foraging and in sequential decisions involving multi-

step planning. Whether this indicates a role for foraging-

specialized circuits in multi-step planning tasks (many of

which can be viewed as structured food- or water-seeking

tasks), a role for general-purpose planning circuits in

foraging, or a common cognitive function underpinning

tasks of both types, remains a topic for future research.

Multi-step planning shares neural
mechanisms with navigation
Multi-step planning requires the ability to chain together

sequences of action-outcome associations in order to

guide multiple steps of behavior towards a potentially

distant goal. Modern computational accounts of planning

formalize this idea by using an internal model (the

‘transition function’ and ‘reward function’, see Box 1).

Older psychological accounts refer to an analogous con-

struct as the ‘cognitive map’ [1], which is thought to

support episodic, spatial, and relational learning and

memory as well as multi-step planning. The discovery

of place cells highlighted the hippocampus, already

known to support episodic learning and memory, as a

region critical for the cognitive map, especially of physical

space [88]. Decades of research that followed have

fleshed out the richness of representations contained

within the hippocampus and associated regions to support

a complex and high-dimensional cognitive map underly-

ing flexible behavior [89,90�].

While activity in the hippocampus does not seem

required for the use of action-outcome associations in

‘one-step’ associative learning assays [91], it has recently

been shown that it does contribute to planning in multi-

step decision tasks [16��,92��]. This suggests that the

hippocampus may be involved in chaining together

multiple action-outcome associations, and more broadly

that multi-step planning may share a common neural

substrate, the hippocampal cognitive map, with spatial

navigation.

Hippocampal sequences and multi-step planning

Many computational methods for multi-step planning —

including tree search, learning from simulated experi-

ence, and dynamic programming (see Box 1) — involve

considering a set of adjacent states in sequence. In the

hippocampus, place cells typically report the current

location of the animal, but they also have been shown
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39 
to transiently ‘sweep out’ nonlocal paths through space in

fast sequences of neural activity [93,94]. Two major types

of sequences exist, theta sequences and sharp-wave rip-

ple (SWR) sequences, both of which have been proposed

to play a role in multi-step planning [79��,95�].

Theta sequences typically occur when an animal is mov-

ing, and represent trajectories beginning at or immedi-

ately behind the animal’s current location and extending

forward to expected future locations [94,96]. They have

been shown both to reflect information about current

goals [97] and to consider multiple possible future trajec-

tories during moments when an animal pauses at a choice

point [98]. Theta sequences have been proposed to

reflect an online planning process, perhaps similar to tree

search or to online dynamic programming [95�] (see Box

1). Recently, they have been shown to cycle quickly

between different possible future trajectories even in

the absence of overtly deliberate behavior [99]. This

cycling involved not just cells that code for location,

but also those that code for heading direction, suggesting

that theta sequences are not limited to evaluating possi-

ble future locations, but rather possible future states more

generally. Theta sequences have yet to be directly stud-

ied during a multi-step planning task, therefore it is

currently unknown how these mechanisms extend to

planning over multiple steps. However, a recent study

[100��] demonstrated increased theta power in humans

during multi-step spatial planning, consistent with the

idea that theta sequences might be involved in this

process.

Sharp-wave ripple sequences [93] typically occur when an

animal is stationary and have been characterized both

during rest and during brief pauses in active behavior

[101]. They have been shown both to ‘replay’ trajectories

that the animal has taken in the past, as well as to follow

novel trajectories that the animal has never before taken

[101–103]. Sharp-wave ripple sequences at rest have been

proposed to reflect an offline planning process, perhaps

similar to simulated experience or to offline dynamic

programming (see Box 1) [79��,95�]. These computations

are designed not to support immediate choice, but rather

to consolidate model-based knowledge for efficient later

use. Recent studies examining the link between sharp-

wave ripple content and current goals have painted a

complicated picture, with reports that in different situa-

tions, sharp-wave ripple sequences can be biased towards

a current goal [101,103], away from a current goal [104], or

even entirely random [105]. As with theta sequences, the

role of sharp-wave ripple sequences in multi-step plan-

ning remains unclear, as they have yet to be directly

studied during a multi-step planning task. Recent studies

with human subjects have provided hints of a way for-

ward. One such study reports signatures of offline replay,

measured using fMRI, in human hippocampus [106],

while another reports a specific link between whole-brain
www.sciencedirect.com
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replay, measured using MEG, and ripple-band power in

the hippocampus [107]. Further study, both using these

tools in human subjects and using multi-step tasks in

animal models, is needed to clarify the role of hippocam-

pal sequences in multi-step planning.

Sequences beyond the hippocampus

For effective planning, it is not sufficient to simply

represent sequences of possible future states. These

sequences must also be evaluated and a behavioral policy

updated. Internal decisions must also be made regarding

which sequences of states should be considered. Theo-

retical accounts propose that the hippocampus does not

perform all of these functions on its own, but rather that

hippocampus interacts with other brain regions, including

prefrontal cortex, ventral striatum, and OFC [108–110].

Recent data have added to the evidence for this view,

with one study showing specific behavioral correlates for

replay events that were coordinated between hippocam-

pus and prefrontal cortex [111], and another study show-

ing that silencing prefrontal cortex caused disruptions in

theta sequences [112].

While these interactions have not been investigated using

multi-step tasks in rodents, data from human subjects

suggests that planning is accompanied by sequences

beyond the hippocampus. One recent study reports that

planning difficulty and also increased planning success

are associated with increased coupling between the hip-

pocampus and prefrontal cortex [50]. Another set of

studies identifies reactivation of task state representations

throughout the brain using fMRI during both online and

offline planning [113,114��]. However, the methods used

in these studies do not have the temporal resolution

necessary to identify sequences of activity. A further

set of studies instead uses MEG, which is able to track

the temporal evolution of these representations, and they

report that they are organized into sequences of task

states [115��]. One recent study has used this technique

to differentiate neural sequences that happened during

task performance, found to correlate with flexible re-

planning of future choices, from those that happened

during rest periods, found to correlate with consolidation

of past choices and inflexible future decisions [116��].

While human studies do not provide the same spatial and

temporal resolution as sequential activity studied in

rodents, they provide intriguing links to rodent literature

as well as hypotheses for possible patterns of sequences in

rodents engaging in multi-step planning.

Predictive representations

Computational models that use sequences to plan

(including tree search, simulated experience, and

dynamic programming; see Box 1) are typically computa-

tionally expensive, requiring a large number of sequences

to be considered in order to compute optimal behavior.
www.sciencedirect.com 
Several recent computational accounts seek to address

this issue by proposing mechanisms for computationally

efficient approximate planning (see Box 1). Each of these

relies upon a particular structured representation of the

environment, and each points to evidence that this struc-

tured representation may be present within the hippo-

campus or the entorhinal cortex.

The first is the successor representation (SR) [81��,82],
which proposes that the representation of each state

should contain information about future states that are

likely to follow it. This has the consequence that different

states should be represented similarly if those states

predict similar likely futures. A recent theoretical account

proposes that hippocampal place cells carry this type of

representation [117��], consistent both with long-standing

observations from rodent electrophysiology as well as

recent observations from human fMRI [118,119].

While methods that use the SR for efficient planning can

be very flexible with respect to some types of changes in

the environment, they can be extremely inflexible with

respect to others [81��]. A pair of recent accounts

[84��,85��] (see Box 1) proposes alternative methods for

efficient approximate planning which may be more gen-

erally flexible. Both of these methods posit special repre-

sentations of the structure of the environment, and both

propose that these special representations may be present

in the entorhinal cortex. The entorhinal cortex has been

proposed to support representation and generalization of

structured behavior in a variety of contexts [90�,120], but

the idea that it is involved specifically in efficient approx-

imate planning remains to be tested.

Conclusions and future directions
Over the last decade, work using multi-step decision tasks

has begun to provide insight into neural mechanisms of

multi-step planning. This work has revealed hints into

the functions of a number of brain regions (Figure 1), but

an integrated account of how the brain forms plans is still

lacking. One particular challenge for future research is

that planning likely involves interactions between a

number of different brain regions, and understanding

its neural mechanisms will likely require experiments

investigating these interactions specifically. Another chal-

lenge is that there are a variety of different ways to plan

(e.g. online/offline, sequence-based/efficient-approxi-

mate), and the brain may implement several of them

to be deployed in different situations. If this is the case,

future research will benefit greatly from new behavioral

tools that can isolate planning in its various forms. In

general, producing an integrated account of planning in

the brain is likely to require the combination of both a

sophisticated behavioral tools to characterize planning

strategies and quantify changes caused by external per-

turbations, as well as a sophisticated neuroscience tools
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:29–39
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for measuring neural correlates of planning and for per-

turbing the brain in selective ways. Recent work has

taken important steps in this direction: researchers work-

ing with human subjects have developed behavioral tasks

that characterize and assay planning in increasingly

detailed ways, while researchers working with animals

have adapted a subset of these tasks, allowing the studies

which measure and perturb the brain in increasingly

precise ways.
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